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Abstract
The research is based on the hypothesis that different special tax regimes have non-identical
impact on the level of entrepreneurial activity. Special tax regimes, combined with the actual
conditions of individual entrepreneurs, as well as a variety of contributing factors can form a
special business environment, which in varying degrees, is suitable for business purposes,
varying in the range of extremely unfavorable to very favorable. On the basis of empirical
data on special tax regimes established influence, as well as its strength, on the level of
entrepreneurial activity in the private business sector in Russia.
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Introduction
The most important element of the dynamic development of almost all countries deservedly
serves small businesses, which contributes to the formation of the competitive environment,
the creation of additional jobs, the saturation of the market with various goods and services.
In modern Russia, a significant role is played by small businesses as a structural component
of the economy with a high potential of entrepreneurial initiative and effectiveness. It attaches
special importance to its regulatory instruments. The research is based on an assessment of
the relationship of special tax regimes and the level of entrepreneurial activity. The study is
based on state statistical reporting materials using statistical methods of information
processing (analytical categories, a number of dynamic, analysis of variation, correlation and
regression analysis, graphical methods).
1. Status and regulation of small business in Russia
In the context of the radical transformations of modern Russian small business is regarded as
one of the factors of innovation development, improving economic structure, ensuring a high
level of sustainable employment (Development Strategy ..., 2016). And it is quite reasonable,
since small businesses are inherent traits: a special sensitivity to market conditions, flexibility
and agility in terms of development of new industries and markets, including on the basis of
innovation, the maximum realization of human creativity.
The importance of this kind of business in Russia is not comparable with those of developed
industrial and post-industrial countries. In Russia, only 25% of the employed population
works in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), while in OECD countries, this figure
varies on average from 35% to 80% (Economic Survey, 2014). It shows, first of all, the
adverse business climate and lack of access to finance.
A specific feature of small business, which is based on the combination in one person of the
owner and manager, on the one hand increases the risk, and therefore dependent on the quality
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of institutional support for the market, and on the other – always encourage the search for
adequate solutions. Particularly acute is manifested in the individual business format, when a
citizen is engaged in entrepreneurial activities without forming a legal entity and without the
involvement of hired labor and the risk with all its assets. However, as a condition of selfrealization, this form of employment is becoming very attractive for the majority of the
population in Russia (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The number of employed in private business in Russia (in thousands of people at the
end of the year)
Source: compiled by the authors.

At the same time, the problem of instability of infrastructural maintenance of small business
against the backdrop of the uncertainty of the economic situation forcing entrepreneurs "turn
off" their activities, and sometimes go to the shadow / informal economy. According to the
Russian Federal Service of State Statistics (Small and medium business in Russia. 2015), in
2013 there was a sharp reduction in the number of individual entrepreneurs (Fig. 1).
However, stop the activity individual entrepreneurs did not go to work for wages. This is
evidenced by statistics on the employment of small, medium and large enterprises. The
average number of employees in small and medium-sized businesses in 2013 also decreased
by 1.7% compared to the level of c 2012 (Small and medium business in Russia. 2015).
Because of this, questions of creation of the business environment that encourages
entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurial initiatives are of particular importance.
Traditionally, in the world is a whole range of measures regulated by the state: to provide
financial support to small and medium-sized enterprises; assistance in obtaining government
contracts; consulting services; providing information on market conditions and performance
of expert advice, training, start-up entrepreneurs.
Similar measures have been developed in Russia. In the context of recent initiatives of the
Government of the Russian Federation Agency for Strategic Initiatives, engaged in the
development of the business environment has intensified activity. It created the Federal
Corporation for the Development of Small and Medium Business. Government declaration for
small business guarantee of stable tax and other basic conditions and etc.
2. Tax incentives for small businesses
Tax incentives for the development of small businesses directly and primarily carried out
through special tax regimes (Main directions ..., 2016).
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In modern Russia, apart from the general tax regime for individual entrepreneurs following
special tax regimes introduced: (a simplified tax system (STS), replacing three tax, patent tax
system (the cost of a patent depends on the activity of the individual entrepreneur); single
agricultural tax (UAT), while where an individual entrepreneur pays an amount of 6% of the
difference between income and expenditure; a single tax on imputed income (UTII), in which
the individual entrepreneur pays an amount of 15% of imputed income, regardless of the
amount of revenue the state tax policy allows simultaneous use. individual entrepreneurs
several special modes for the different activities.
To improve the effectiveness of tax stimulation of the development of small business in
Russia is currently in the special tax treatment made changes. At the first, the expansion of the
list of activities in respect of which can be applied the patent system of taxation. At second,
the distribution of the rights to the use of 2-year «tax holiday» under the simplified system of
taxation and the patent system of taxation on activity in the personal services sector. At third,
the provision of subjects of the Russian Federation the right to reduce the tax rate for
taxpayers who use the simplified taxation system with the object of taxation in the form of
income: 6 to 1 per cent, depending on the categories of taxpayers and business activities.
Fourth, it is given the right to lower rates of the single tax on imputed income from 15 to 7.5
percent, depending on the categories of taxpayers and types of business to representative
bodies of municipal entities, legislature Federal Cities.
For self-employed persons of particular significance is the patent tax system, which allows to
pay the tax and mandatory payments of insurance contributions to state extra-budgetary funds
on the principle of "single window" at the same time with the registration in the appropriate
quality.
3. Analysis and assessment of the impact of special tax regimes in the level of
entrepreneurial activity
The research is based on the hypothesis that different special tax regimes have non-identical
impact on the level of entrepreneurial activity. Special tax regimes, combined with the actual
conditions of individual entrepreneurs, as well as many contributing factors can form a special
business environment, which in varying degrees, is suitable for business purposes, varying in
the range of extremely unfavorable to very favorable.
Giving due importance to the fact that the business environment is the result of a complex
system of multiple interacting factors to accomplish the objectives of the study it is advisable
to limit ourselves to the most significant factors. The authors identified the following factors
in this capacity to assess the impact of special tax regimes in the level of entrepreneurial
activity: the average amount of the tax that is attributable to a taxpayer (individual
entrepreneur) (Y); the number of taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for
the tax (X); the amount of tax that is payable to tax authorities (Z).
Official statistical information is available in the public domain at the present time is to these
factors. As it is impossible to get a complete, reliable and comparable data in the context of
the subjects of the Russian Federation for all special tax regimes: STS, UAT and UTII except
patent taxation system (official statistics are available only on the following parameters: the
number of individual entrepreneurs, applying the patent system tax, and issued patents for the
right use of business activities (Report on form № 1-PATENT)).
The data in the context of the subjects of the Russian Federation for the special tax regimes
are presented on the website of the Federal Tax Service in the following reports: report on the
tax base, and the structure of charges for the tax paid in connection with the use of a
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simplified tax system (Report on Form №5-STS); statement of the tax base, and the structure
of charges for the unified tax on imputed income for individual activities (Report on Form
№5-UTII); statement of the tax base and structure of charges on a single agricultural tax
(Report on Form №5-UAT) for a number of years. This study used data as of 01.01.2016, in
the context of the Russian Federation for the special tax regimes: STS, UAT and UTII.
Analysis and assessment of the impact of special tax regimes in the level of entrepreneurial
activity carried out using the method of regression analysis: developed models of interaction
factors studied and calculated correlation coefficients, characterizing the influence of
variations in the factors in pairs - XY, XZ and YZ.
The most important results of the study are presented in the table 1 and graphs (Fig.2-4).
Table 1. Estimated value of the correlation coefficient, which characterizes the influence of
special tax regimes for entrepreneurial activity in Russia as of 01.01.2016
Special tax regimes
STS
UAT
UTII

The correlation coefficient, which characterizes the influence of variations in
factors
XY
XZ
YZ
-0.304
0.884
-0.024
0.220
0.961
0.364
0.395
0.863
0.587

Figure 2. Relationship number of taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for
the tax, and the amount of the simplified tax system, to be paid to the budget of Russia as of
01.01.2016.
Source: compiled by the authors.

The study found a strong positive correlation between the variation of the number of
taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for the tax, and the variation of total
taxes (for each tax separately), payable to the budget.
Analysis of the results of the study also allows us to conclude that in Russia as of 01.01.2016,
the impact of special tax regimes for entrepreneurial activity is different. Thus, the variation
of the average amount of tax attributable to a taxpayer (individual entrepreneur) tax such as
STS and UAT has a positive effect on the variation of the number of taxpayers (individual
entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for the tax. The correlation coefficient, which characterizes
the relationship between the variation of the average amount of the tax attributable to a
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taxpayer (individual entrepreneur) and the variation of the number of taxpayers (individual
entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for the tax made on STS and UAT respectively 0.220 and
0.395. This allows you to witness the positive relationship respectively weak and medium
strength (on a scale Cheddok).

Figure 3. Relationship number of taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for
the tax, and the amount of the unified agricultural tax system, to be paid to the budget of
Russia as of 01.01.2016.
Source: compiled by the authors.

Figure 4. Relationship number of taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), submit a tax return for
the tax, and the amount of the single tax system on imputed income, to be paid to the budget
of Russia as of 01.01.2016.
Source: compiled by the authors.

The situation developing with these indicators on UTII, exactly the opposite is already
considered by STS and UAT. The correlation coefficient, which characterizes the relationship
between the variation of the average UTII amounts attributable to a taxpayer (individual
entrepreneur) and the variation of the number of taxpayers (individual entrepreneurs), tax
returns submitted by UTII was -0.304, which allows to draw a conclusion about the negative
impact of moderate strength (on a scale Cheddok). Therefore, the authors put forward a
hypothesis is completely confirmed.
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It should also be noted that the entrepreneurial activity is not constant at different times, and
also has different intensity in different regions of the country. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the development of measures of state regulation in the segment of individual
entrepreneurship.

Conclusions
A study conducted by the authors, leads to the following conclusions. Small business is the
basis of qualitative transformations of modern Russia, to innovative competitive economy, a
high level of employment, the creation of the middle class. It is necessary to strengthen the
regulatory role of the state, the creation of adequate institutional provision, because the
existing complex of small business support measures does not form an integral system into
effect fragmentation objectives and inconsistency regulators. It is important not only to
improve the conditions of doing business, but also practice of applying legislation. Impact of
special tax regimes for entrepreneurial activity different: the influence of the variation of
individual factors on the change of business activity, and the STS and UAT positive and UTII
– negatively. The use of special tax regimes is not the only condition for stimulating
entrepreneurial activity. However, their influence is quite significant, so their use in
conjunction with other institutional changes will yield the best results.
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